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Leah Marie Johnson Lyrics DNA Dark as Midnight Six pack Coors Light You don't look the same past my sleep blue and red light Come take you hate to see you as a monster So I run and hide the hate ask, but what is it like to leave me behind I won't, no, I won't as you fight back , I fight the truth of the Eyes as your can not look away, but you can not stop the DNA No, you can
not stop the DNA twice a year, you come to crash nice to see you too Johnny Cash and back seat laughs always ends too early hate to say hello because I know what it means to hate to ask, but what is it to leave me behind I will not No, I won't as you fight back, I fight the truth of the Eyes as yours can not move away, but you can not stop the DNA No, you can not stop the DNA
Are parts of you in pieces of me? I'm just so afraid that you're who I am when I flare up just like you They look at me as I look at you, I won't, no, I won't, as you fight back, I fight the truth of the Eyes as yours can't move away But you can't stop the DNA No, you can't stop the DNA Thanks BooksAreLife2003 to correct these verses. Writer (s): Sidney Tipton, Lenard Skolnik, Howard
Benson, Leah Marie Johnson Dark as Midnight Six Pack Coors Light You Don't Look The Same Past My Bedtime Blue and Red Light Come Take You Hate to See You as a Monster So I Run and Hide Hate To Ask, but What Is It To Leave Me Behind I Won't, No, I Won't As you fight back, I struggle with the truth of the eyes as your can not look away, but you can not stop the DNA
No, you can not stop the DNA twice a year, you come to crash nice to see you too Johnny Cash and the back seat laughs always ends too early hate to say hello because I know what it means goodbye Hate ask but what is it to leave me behind I will not , No, I will not as you fight back, I fight with the truth of the eyes as your can not move away, but you can not stop the DNA No,
you can not stop the DNA Are parts of you in pieces of me? I'm just so afraid that you're who I am when I erupt just as you look at me, as I look at you, I won't, no, I won't, as you fight back, I fight the truth of the Eyes as yours can't look away, but you can't stop the DNA No, you can't stop DNAPage 2 Dark like midnight Six pack Coors Light You don't look Hate to see you as a
monster So I run and hide hate to ask, but what it's like to leave me behind I won't, no, I won't like you fight back, I fight the truth of your eyes like your can't look away, but you can't stop the DNA No, you can't stop THE DNA twice a year You in crash nice to see you too Johnny Cash and back seat laughs always ends because I know what it means goodbye Hate ask, but what is
it to leave me behind I will not, no, I will not as you fight back, I I I I back true eyes like yours can't move away, but you can't stop the DNA No, you can't stop the DNA are the parts of you in pieces of me? I'm just so afraid that you're who I am when I flare up just like you, they look at me like I look at you, I won't, no, I won't, I won't, as you fight back, I fight the truth of the eye as
yours can't move away, but you can't stop the DNA No, you can't stop DNA DNA dna song lyrics lia marie johnson. dna lyrics lia marie johnson meaning. dna lyrics lia marie johnson karaoke. dna lyrics lia marie johnson chords. dna lyrics lia marie johnson gacha life. dna lyrics lia marie johnson deutsch. dna lia marie johnson lyrics 1 hour
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